ter, he says, is "an aspen stake driven into the dark sorcerer just killed but ready to rise from the grave; laughter hammers sturdy nails into the black cof fin of the past."2 Humor is revolutionary hygiene: the way to destroy this vampire, whose values poison the new order, is "chemically." "Laughter," says Lunacharsky, "is the disinfectant that makes all this filth disappear" (1: 187). Relentless satire of the old order preserves the health of the new in a noxious atmosphere. Dracula Lunacharsky's imagery may owe inspiration to Bram Stoker's novel Drac ula, which was published in 1897.3 Dracula was tremendously popular in Rus sia, where a translation appeared at least as early as 1902.4 Although social critics had portrayed aristocrats and autocrats as bloodsuckers before Dracula, Stoker introduced the image of vampirism as infection ("He have infect you," Dr. Van Helsing informs the bitten Mina Harker (360)). Corpses were at the time widely believed to spread epidemic disease with miasma, toxic vapors re leased from putrefying organic matter. Although the miasma theory of disease proved wrong (and the germ theory correct), it helped propel sanitary reform. Stoker's "Un-Dead" is associated with pollution. Entering Dracula's Carfax lair, the vampire hunters are staggered by an odor, "an earthy smell, as of some dry miasma," compounded by a stink of corruption. "Every breath exhaled by that monster," writes Jonathan Harker in his journal, "seemed to have clung to the place and intensified its loathsomeness" (290). In the medical imagination, the vampire's poisonous breath is worse than his bite; in fact, Van Helsing con nects Dracula's power to the volcanic gases of Transylvania, which "kill or make to vivify" (360). So, playing on popular fears, Lunacharsky conjures up a powerful image of ideological pollution.
Stoker's book also did a great deal to eroticize literary vampirism. Blood and semen are equivalents in Dracula. Young Lucy is fed upon by the Count and reanimated by blood transfused from the veins of her suitors. The proce dure has clear sexual connotations. Arthur, the first donor, is the man Lucy has chosen to wed, and the others are warned not to tell him they have also given blood; it would make him jealous. Indeed, after Lucy's death, Arthur Most important, by multiplying the individual organism's struggle against nature -in this case, disease and deterioration -we speed overall human de velopment. Bogdanov supposed that blood carries the stamp of the tissues with which it comes in constant contact. And, accepting the theory of the in heritance of acquired characteristics, he suggested that blood is the means by which adaptive changes are transmitted to embryonic cells.10 Therefore, mu tual blood transfusion, by circulating adaptive changes through the gene pool, cannot but increase the "sum of elements for evolution." Bogdanov's theory of evolution minimizes the role of reproduction. He held that the "exchange of life," in all forms, is the more efficient mechanism of evolution. In addition to the exchange of blood, people can apparently spread adaptive changes through the "intercourse of experience" Originally, we were natural communists, he explains in New World. Simple agriculturalists instead of nervous intellectuals, we did not experience change as crisis. Originally, humans "merged organically with the whole -the group, the community-as cells merge in living tissues" (69). So too, he predicts, will humans merge tomorrow, but through science -mutual transfusion -not nature. Disharmonious development will give way to harmonious develop ment; the divided body and society will give way to the integral body and so ciety. I have shown that for Bogdanov the future "collecting of the human" involves the regulation of energy flows -goods, blood, sperm, and more. On Bogdanov's Mars, this future is now.
Engineer Menni Engineer Menni narrates the shift the Martians, who are humanoid, make from "spontaneous" to harmonious development, from struggle with one an other to struggle with nature. On pre-revolutionary Mars, the social vanguard strives against the forces of reaction. In the novel, vampires, living corpses, are symbols for reactionaries, old men whose dead ideas threaten to sap the 
